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- An easy to use and affordable vinyl scratch plugin for all the people who love scratching - Vinyl Boy is a fully featured and free standalone VST plugin - Works with virtually any audio software on any platform - Works with any audio format and tempo - Supplied as an easy install VST file - Works in real time and there is no processing
- When using the VST the machine can stop and be used in other areas of the software - The first time Vinyl Boy is opened will write a configuration file on disk. Vinyl Boy VST Video Tutorial: Features: - Vinyl Boy offers many MIDI features such as velocity, pressure, swing, attack, decay, release, chord, etc. - Vinyl Boy is a free

standalone VST plugin that does not require any additional hardware or software to be used. - It works with virtually any audio software on any platform. - Vinyl Boy is optimized for Windows 10. - Vinyl Boy offers many control possibilities. Use the built-in midi controls to control playback, pitch bend and modulation. - When using the
VST the machine can stop and be used in other areas of the software. - Vinyl Boy offers very powerful tools to manipulate the scratch! Recently I was working on a project where I wanted to scratch an audio track that would have its scratching effect applied to the pitch bend track. Vinyl Boy solved this problem perfectly with its great

intuitive interface. Using the pitch bend and modulation wheels, I was able to really modify the scratch. As mentioned, Vinyl Boy is free so go check it out! Vinyl Boy is a VST plugin that has the advantage of precise midi treatment so that you obtain the exact results you need. Vinyl Boy will bring DJ scratching right to your studio. With
Vinyl Boy you can scratch your audio tracks in real time- just open it as an insert effect on the track that you want to scratch, and use your modulation wheel for the authentic feel and touch of vinyl scratching! Vinyl Boy VST Description: - An easy to use and affordable vinyl scratch plugin for all the people who love scratching - Vinyl

Boy is a fully featured and free standalone VST plugin - Works
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* Used in conjunction with VB-MIDI, this plugin allows you to perform the most important scratching techniques, such as Breakbeat, Scratch, & Scratching Techniques. * Controllable freq. to control the sound pitch * Create midi patterns and assign them to the different parts of the plugin * Create midi patterns and assign them to the
different parts of the plugin DeckStep is a VST effect that is designed to give your mixes a natural 'deck step' feel. No EQ required, just press the deck and drag the fader to create the effect! KEYMACRO Description: * Drag the fader to create a Natural 'deck step' * Zero Effect (Nothing is applied to the track - The only thing changing

is the pitch of the track) * Real Decks Not Software * Zero Effect (Nothing is applied to the track - The only thing changing is the pitch of the track) 2-D-Remix is a VST plugin that provides a new way of remixing sound into a 2-Dimensional space. With 2-D-Remix you can place the sounds you want to manipulate in any orientation on a
2-Dimensional grid (x-y), in which you can manipulate, split, combine and control the outputs by pressing the Up, Down, Left or Right keys on your keyboard or the volume keys on your keyboard. KEYMACRO Description: * Drag the fader to create a 2D-Remix * Represents a second of time on the X-Y grid * 1-to-1 mapping *

Represents a second of time on the X-Y grid SBXTOOL is a VST plugin that allows you to apply any analog effect to your sound, i.e. gain, compressors, EQs etc.! SBXTOOL is a VST plugin that allows you to apply any analog effect to your sound, i.e. gain, compressors, EQs etc.! KeyMACRO Description: * Plug-and-play * Includes a
Graphic User Interface (GUI) * Complete control of parameters * Apply any effect to your sound U-CHRO is a VST plugin that provides several pitch bending methods including a pitch bend FX that can be used on vocals, electronic samples and any audio source. U-CHRO is a VST plugin that provides several pitch 1d6a3396d6
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Vinyl Boy has the advantage of precise midi treatment so that you obtain the exact results you need. Vinyl Boy will bring DJ scratching right to your studio. Requirements: - Digital audio 1 (both wav and aiff). - Midi compatible sequencer software. - Time specific midi sequencing. - USB or FIREWIRE. - Computer with the Midi
operating system. - PC or MAC. - MIDI channel 15. - MIDI Monitor. - Time and phase relationship. - Scratch. - Step sequencer. - Modulation wheels. - Midi track start. Price: $49.00 Size: 11 Mb VST Format: VST / VSTi / RTAS Sample Drum is an application of the Virtual sampler which consists of 36 drum samples and software
MIDI. Sample Drum has a variety of samples: the clap, the kick, the snare, the bass drum, the open and close back, the ride, the closed back, the closed back open, the ride open, the hi-hat, the ride open and close, the pads and the trumpet. All these samples were recorded from different bands, and the software MIDI for each sample was
recorded and edited by professional musicians. All this was done in order to recreate exactly the sound of the original product. Sample Drum was designed to be a perfect companion to DAW software such as Cubase, Logic and Reason. The drum samples can be used as a stand alone product. Sample Drum is also compatible with Eurorack
systems, and you can use it on your drum module in the best possible way. Description: The drum samples in Sample Drum can be used to fill a variety of drum sounds. Requirements: - Your DAW (Cubase, Logic, Reason) (or program for the midi sequencer). - MIDI monitor. - USB or FIREWIRE. - Computer with the Midi operating
system. - PC or MAC. - MIDI channel 15. - Midi Track Start. - Step sequencer. - Modulation Wheels. - Midi Time and phase relationship. - The original sample library. Instrument Price: $24.00 Size: 3.3 Mb VST Format: VST / VSTi / RTAS Twinkler is a vocoder that lets you create any sound you want, by simply

What's New in the?

Vinyl Boy is a VST plugin that has the advantage of precise midi treatment so that you obtain the exact results you need. Vinyl Boy will bring DJ scratching right to your studio. With Vinyl Boy you can scratch your audio tracks in real time- just open it as an insert effect on the track that you want to scratch, and use your modulation wheel
for the authentic feel and touch of vinyl scratching! Vinyl Boy was built for those who love and appreciate the sound of vinyl scratching. If you ever played or heard music with an authentic vinyl scratching sound, you can’t stop thinking about it. It may be because of the special quality of the sound or simply because it is an unique and
popular element of the music industry that makes music lovers want to have that sound for their tracks. Vinyl Boy has been specifically designed to reproduce that vinyl sound. Vinyl Boy plugin is packed with a number of features and offers different controls for both its two virtual knobs (pitch and brightness) and the midi controls. Vinyl
Boy includes 3 presets that are: Vinyl Boy Vinyl Boy Heavy Vinyl Boy Custom Vinyl Boy Custom is the best preset for those who have a vinyl equipment with more tracks, it offers a greater range of volumes. Getting started with Vinyl Boy is quite easy. - First, load the plug-in to your DAW and set the controls the way you want to work
with them. - Then, to scratch your audio track in real time, simply open Vinyl Boy as an insert effect in your DAW and use the controls of your midi device to scratch the track. - You may use the midi keyboard to adjust the control knobs, or even use the midi CCs to control Vinyl Boy’s knobs. Vinyl Boy Presets Features 3 preset : Vinyl
Boy Vinyl Boy Heavy Vinyl Boy Custom 2 controls : Pitch and Brightness Midi controls 4 High quality sound presets : Vinyl Boy Vinyl Boy Heavy Vinyl Boy Custom Vinyl Boy Custom Vinyl Boy is a VST plugin that has the advantage of precise midi treatment so that you obtain the exact results you need. Vinyl Boy will bring DJ
scratching right to your studio. With Vinyl Boy you can scratch your audio tracks in real time- just open it as an insert effect on the track that you want to scratch, and use your modulation wheel for the authentic feel and touch of vinyl scratching! Vinyl Boy was built for those who love and appreciate the sound of vinyl scratching. If you
ever played or heard music with an authentic vinyl scratching sound, you can’t stop thinking about it. It may be because of the special
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System Requirements For Vinyl Boy VST:

OS: Windows XP/ Vista/ Windows 7/ Windows 8 Windows XP/ Vista/ Windows 7/ Windows 8 Processor: Intel Pentium III 533 Mhz Intel Pentium III 533 Mhz RAM: 512 MB 512 MB Hard Drive: 1 GB 1 GB Graphics: VIA UniChrome Graphics Accelerator Integrated VIA UniChrome Graphics Accelerator Integrated Sound Card: 2.0
MB VIA Realtek AC97 Sound Card (CD-ROM drive recommended)
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